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GET READY TO GIGGLE AND WIGGLE WITH
MR. TOOTLES AND MRS. BEA
(Cade, Louisiana)—Have you had a cup of tea since teatime? Well, it’s time for tea! Tootle
Time Publishing Co. announces the release of its third title in the Mr. Tootles teatime series—Mr.
Tootles and the Giggle Wiggles by Maryceleste Clement, with Paul Schexnayder’s colorful
illustrations.
Both kids and parents enjoy the fun, whimsical, rhyming stories about the silly things that
always happen during teatime with Mr. Tootles. In this new book, all the wiggling around of the
other guests—Willie and Max, Spot the dog and Kitty Cat—baffles Mrs. Bea, a regular guest at tea.
Even the teacups are wiggling! By the time teatime ends, Mrs. Bea is wiggling her fingers and toes,
and having a ball just like her friends.
Equally as entertaining are Maryceleste’s two previous titles: Mr. Tootles and the PolkaDot Lollypops and Mr. Tootles and Those Oodles of Noodles.
In all the Tootle Time books there is a “signature” pattern of red checkerboard that can be
found on every two-page spread. Kids love to search and find this pattern no matter how big or
small it is.
Maryceleste maintains that a great children’s book should be fun to read, have bright,
vivid illustrations and create a special magic for children. Whether being read at bedtime or as
part of an event like a kid’s tea party, kids will connect with the whacky characters and their antics.
Children everywhere are joining the Tootle-Mania craze!
Mr. Tootles and the Giggle Wiggles
Published by Tootle Time Publishing Co.
8-1/2” x 11”; Hardcover; Dust jacket
Ages 3-8 – 32 Pages
$14.95; ISBN 0-9721706-2-6
Distributed to the trade by Midpoint Trade Books

